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Web tool for converting CAs with dating information to relative time intervals as RDF.
Who?
RGZM, Department of Scientific IT








7To achieve a chronology 
in archaeological 
research we use the 
horseshoe paradigma in 
Correspondence 
Analysis (CA).
based on Madsen T. 1988, Multivariate statistics and archaeology. In: Madsen T. (Ed.), Multivariate Archaeology. Numerical Approaches in Scandinavian Archaeology.
Jutland Archaeological Society Publications XII. Aarhus University Press, 7-27. | Madsen 1988, 25, Fig. 11
8method test: results of a CA of Roman Emperors and reigning years
https://github.com/RGZM/alligator-mt-data | https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1402516
9The horizontal CA dimension axis 
defines the amount of overlap 





fix the floating values and 
transform the data into a 
relative chronology
12
the method in action 1/3
13
the method in action 2/3
14
the method in action 3/3
15
JAVA maven war 
file, RESTful API
How?
→ calculate 3D distances
→ find nearest 3D neighbours
https://t1p.de/3q1i
16
result (1): virtual timeline calculated as relative Allen intervals
https://github.com/RGZM/alligator-mt-data | https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1402516
17





JavaScript library for modelling and reasoning of vague RDF graph data .
Who?
Mainz Centre for Digitality in the Humanities
and Cultural Studies (mainzed) 





example: modelling and 
reasoning of vague 

























domain: place domain: place
label: northOf

































Kraków northOf Munich 0.25




























a data driven approach:
starting from a CA with time information ending in a relative 








you can find me on twitter @fthierygeo.
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